Dear Participants
We welcome you to the First Asian Hypnosis congress and also our beautiful
country Iran. For participating our tours, I invite you to check and choose from
the tour package options we just updated in Touristic part of the congress website.
You can choose only very brief programs like just staying 3 nights in beautiful
Isfahan, visiting Isfahan and also beside, having short desert tour and then going
to the congress in Mashhad. You also can book 10-day tours where you will see
many of the cultural highlights of Iran in journey sometimes experienced like a
dream.
There will Pre-Congress Tours before the congress, we named them PR.
There also will be Post-Congress Tours after the congress, we named them PO.
They both are included 7 days tours and 10 days which is longer and we call it L
and short tour only 4 days and we call it S. Long and Short tours (L and S), before
congress will be BRL and BRS and after congress will be POL and POS.
Maybe later we will add M-Tours as well. What is this? Some participants maybe
only can come to the congress directly but cannot stay before and after. So in MTours we can offer such colleagues some interesting sight-seeing in and around
Mashhad.
If you have enough time you can combine pre-congress and post-congress tours
and start to see as much as possible and be an expert for Iranian culture. In this
case, you can choose among tours and select which one with how many days you
prefer to have before and also after congress. Tours can be organized differently.
We ask you to categorize yourself in one of the categories below.
First class Tour: To enjoy facilities of 5 start tours, and staying in best 4-5 star
hotels during the tour. Often such hotel are in traditional oriental style. Rooms
and whole hotel are very beautiful.

Second Class Tour: Facilities won't change too much but accommodation will be
usually in a 3 star hotel. Also a good and clean hotel. But it also can be a more
modern style hotel you also know from other countries in the world.
It all depends on you which kind of tour would like to experience, so you also can
say you have the choice between:
- I am maybe only one time in my life in Iran and like to have the best
possible experience in the most beautiful hotels
- Or you are saying: I am seeing the whole day beautiful things anyhow. And
at night I am sleeping. And in the dark with closed eyes I cannot see the
beauty of an oriental hotel anyhow – so a good middle-class hotel is better
and I use my money for buying artwork or carpets.
Please also have a look on my webpage that you can inform yourself more about
Iran trips and the tour programs which are being updated there and you can access
Iran tours for 2019 in my webpage too, Also for women to have a bit imagination
about how dressing in Iranian style.
There are two addresses to reach my webpage:
www.najitrips.com and www.kazemi.tours .
After reading tour programs and also questionnaires, if you had any question you
can send email to: naji.trips@gmail.com. Will be fast replying any time you
contact us.
We will inform you later, the steps which you should follow for tour registration
and also how to confirming your participation and payment.
Hope to see you all in First Asian congress 2019 in Mashhad and also in our
beautiful country. We welcome you all from now.

Warm Greetings

Najmeh Kazemi
Tour and Travel Organizer
www.kazemi.tours
www.najitrips.com
naji.trips@gmail.com

